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As a participant of the first Air Force- Add typographical errors, and the problems
Industry Conference on System Safety in 1963, grow even more complicated. I have seen
I remember the alms and claims of the pro- AFR 127-100, Re,,ponsibilities for the Ex-
ponents of this new concept; the presentations plosives Accident Prevention Program (which
on why System Safety programs were neees- Involves relationships between the Air Force
sary; and other (hopeful) assurances that Sys- and the Armed Services Explosive Safety
tern Safety programs would minimize the Board), with which the contractor has no

number of accidents Involving new systems, concern, cited when AFM__.127-100, Explosives
After eight years, I believe we have neither Safety, was meant. Axioms #1 and 3 apply in
achieved the alms nor fulfilled the claims, such cases.

This paper will try to indicate why not, and An especially miserable requirement lhave
why they can continue to fail. My experience seen in a Statement of Work is: "The prin- .
has been with DOD activities, procedures, ctples in AFSC DH 1-6 will be observed."
specifications and standards, and my corn- What principles? I found one ....... and it
merits are predicated on thatexperienee. NASA was wrong. (In Design Note 4B2: Fuel/Pro-
personnel will probably be able to correlate pellant Equipment, it states: "Component de-
those comments related to DOD with their sign and selection must be based on the
own practices and problems, fail-safe principle, i.e., failure will cause

Let's start at the beginning, with theintttal minimum system degradation." Actually, the
requirement for a System Safety program in fail-safe principle is: first and foremost to
a Statemert of Work. prevent injury; secondly to prevent damage;

The item which can contribute most to and lastly, to prevent system degradation.)

failure of a System Safety program Is am- Next I would like to propound "Hammer's

btguity, lack of clear definition, use of ob- Law": The probability of failure of a System
solete requirements, and pure .typographical Safety program varies directly as the square

_, errors in a poor Statement of Work. of the time from system concept until a firm,
i This leads me to a set of axioms regarding clear, funded System Safety requirement is

contractors efforts. They apply to contractors issued in a Statement of Work. If the require-
_ for ditch-digging, the aerospace Industry, or ment isn't in early, there may be problems;

any other activity. They are not intended to be if it is left until the end of development, don't
derogatory; they are merely basic facts of expect much. It is easier to guide designers
life which everyone should understand. Into safe practices than it is to change pre-

Axiom #1 - No contractor will accomplish pared designs.
a task unless he is specifically and contrac- Another detriment to the success of any
tually required to do so. System Safety program is the use of "weasel"

,, Axiom #2 - No contractor will Include In a words in Statements of Work, specifications,
proposal for a contract any uncalled for effort standards and other criteria, Safety require-
which will increase his cost so he might not ments are indicated and then qualified by a -
be awarded the contract, following phrase, such as "as far as practl-

Axiom #3 - Any requirement which is not cable" or "if practical". Or a paragraph will
clearly stated will be Interpreted to the best state: "Designers should consider the follow-
advantage of the contractor, tng:" and then list requirements. The designer

Axiom #4 - A contractor will pay more considers them and then decides he'll stick to
attention to a requirement which stipulates a Axioms 1 to 4. If the procuring acttv.'ty be-
penalty for noncompliance, than to a require- lieves there _s a valid requirement, it should
ment for which no penalty Is indicated, be stated clearly, firmly and without quail-

When MIL-STD-882 was betngcoordInated, ftcatJon. If the contractor cannot meet the ;
some engineers argued (and won) that noother requirement or wants to deviate, he should
specifications or standards should be refer- request approval from the procuring activity.
enced; they should be _ncluded In the St_te- U_aless the safety requirements are stated

ment of Work. Frequently they are not. Some clearly, and where they ate readily apparent
Statements of Work still refer to specifications as firm requirements, some of them will be
and standards which have long been rescinded, overlooked by deslgncrs. The Air Force has
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placed much of its reliance for this on AFSC will result. Information derived from them
DH 1-6, which I believe failed miserably. The can be put to many uses.

; best document I have seen to this purpose is a. The various factors which can affect

the Navy's MIL-S-23069(Wep), Safety Require- safety and which must be considered in the
_ ments, Minimum, For Air Launched Guided development of a system or product are readily

Missiles. It was Jssued in 1961 and requires apparent. There wiU be no need for a Pre-

updating and other revisions, but even now is liminary Hazard Analysis. The first advantage
very useful, to this is that it will eliminate a sore point

The next major problem to accomplishment for competing contractors. No contractor likes
of a good System Safety program isMIL-STD- to point out that hazards exist in his system.
882 itself. The original System Safety speci- A contractor with the better System Safety
fication, which applied solely to the Air Force, engineer might be able to point out more
was MIL-S-38130. It was prepared in the DI- hazards, making his design appeal more
rectorate of Aerospace Safety at a time when dangerous, than that of a competitor with a
the Air Force was receiving new missiles less knowledgeable System Safety engineer.
and putting them into operational use with With this method, the contractor will not have

little prior warning of their hazards, and with to make a Preliminary Hazard Analysis. He
, inadequate safeguards. Some of the propel- can get on with his more detailedanalys._s.
/ lants were considered so toxic, reactive, and b. MIL-STD-882 now requires a PreUmi-
be explosive that the Air Force hardly wantedin- nary Hazard Analysis be prepared for use in

i on them revealed to the general next phase development, oneformation the of If wasn't

public. MIL-S-38130 was therefore prepared prepared in the previous phase, a problem
to alert Air Force safety people against the arises. With the concept I envision, the pro-

next hazards coming down the pike; and see- curing activity will indicate the problem areas
ondly, to permxt safegusrds to be provided which they have established from the Safety
during development. The Gross Hazard, and Consideration Tr__es; the contractor Indicates
now Preliminary Hazard, analysis was stipu- in his proposal how he will handle them; the
lated; primarily for the alerting process, and procuring activity either approves or requests
then to tntttate action to provide safeguards, more satisfactory information until it does
This procedure has generated problems and approve; and things get started immediately,
should be updated, in the current program. This method can be

I have contended for a long time that any used even In the Concept Phase where the
system (or product) will have only a limited contractors would be required to indicate
number of factors which will directly cause their provisions for safety for each of the

,, Injury or damage. I call these "primary" problem areas, In their syst_,'n specific_ttions.
hazards. There are numerous and various This is the point at which nccrporatlon of

_ contributory factors to each of these, but the safety requirements is needed most, Remem-

. primary hazards are limited. This ls true ber Hammer's Law. _

whether an aircraft, space staff.on, skate- c. When contractors are given the same
board, tank, radar or washing machine _ firm requirements on which to estimate and
being considered, prepare their System Safety efforts, they will

Figure 1 is a Safety Consideration Tree be more comparable. The effort, manpower
for a submarine, prepared to illustrate this and cost of each task can be broken down and
contention. It is indicative of what can be evaluated more easily. The procuring activity

i done. People more knowledgeable of subma- will also lind proposals easier to evaluate If

rtnes can probably Improve It. The block on they are consistent in substance.
"In ur "J y can be expanded in a manner similar There are other advantages to us _. of a
to the one on "Damage", The trees are easy method such as this:
to prepare, and should be prepared by the *Data files can be established using the
procuring activity for each system for whose same coding as that shown on the trees.
development It Is responsible. After a few *The Armed Services can ensure that each

iterations and reiterations, some fine trees factor or problem is covered by a suitable
"* _i _ 61
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requirement for safety in a military I dontt have many gripes about managers,
specification or standard, especially when I realize they are acttng wlthin

*Personnel working on any program can the four axioms I pointed out. Other than that
be assigned to those problems which they I can only say that contractor (and maybe
are mo ,t capable of handling, procuring _ctivity managers too) have a hard

_ *It is a logical method of attacking safety time understanding that System Safety engt-
problems, Instead of waiting until a prob- neerlng extends beyond the safety considera-
lem jumps out of the bushes, tions of design, reliability, maintainability, and

MIL-STD-882 creates more problems. The human factors engineers, And very frequently
use of the four hazard categories is a case in It requires a redirection of their thinking when
point. Those categories genorate more prob- we indicate that System Safety includes mini-
lems than they are worth. First of all, they mtzing damage of hardware, which was for-
require clarification If they are to be used for merly a responsibility of reliability.
any purpose. What is meant by "major system Often, this results in a failure to support
damage" or "severe injury"7 If the various the System Safety program properly. Another

categories are defined well enough by each management solution is to appoint one or two
procuring activity to Indicate clearly what men as a System Safety organization, and to
they want them to mean, you will have a direct that representatives in various design
Preliminary Hazard Analysis. groups, systems engineering, test, reliability,

The second problem with the four hazard maintainability, and other functional areas
categories is that too much time is spent try- will perf,, ,_ the necessary System Safety
ing to decide into which category eachFroblem tasks for their organizations. From what I
falls; and then to justify the choice. There are have seen, it doesn*t work. Everyone may be
other reasons for which the categories should very conscientious about It, but such an ar-
be eliminated (they overlap, detract from the rangement does not work.
effort of minimizing and controlling hazards, The last problem I have encountered with
etc.) which will not be dlscussedhere, managers Is thot many believe that any re-

MIL-STD-882 applies to System Safety qutrement involving probabilities, such as a
programs; It Its no technical safety require- quantitative safety analysis to determine
ments, such as MIL-STD-454. If the technical whether a specified level is being met, should
requirements are not included in the Statement be handled by the r'_liabtlity epgineers. Per-
of Work, or by the contractor himself (watch haps they believe System Safety is an exten-

out for Axiom #2), they will not become ston of the hard hat-hard shoe school 9fsafety
criteria to be observed. A solution is to re- and that System Safety engineers know nothing

quire the System Safety Program Plan to be about the more theoretical aspects of engi-
', *,bmltted as part of the contractor's proposal, neerlng.

_,¢e_ better, this proposal should be submitted Some of these problems with management
as a separate line Item. may actually be due to the System Safety

One more point about MIL-STB-882 and engineer:
the Plan: AFSC Form 1664 for Contract Data a. Many have not gotten beyond the 1963
Requirements states that the Appendix to stage when talks were common on "Why
MIL-STD-882 "shall be used" when preparing System Safety Is Needed." (If there is no Sys-
the Plan. Since the Appendix and the text of tern Safety requirement in the Statetnent of
the standard do not Jibe, It generates probo Work for a contract, there is no potntln bring-
lems. Contractors observe the four axioms ing up "Why System Safety Is Needed." Begin
I have presented; but when a requirement is looking for work elsewhere.) System Safety ;
presented, they are very conscientious about engineers have done little tc advance this
its observance. So when a requirement _ays discipline to a point where ltcanberecogntzed
"shall" they want It that way, even if we Sys- as something different from reliability and
tern Safety engineers say taat MIL-STD-882 human factors. (Perhaps like Moses In the

cites it as a sample, and that it Is not very desert alter the Exodus from Egypt, we need ;
good, they still want it that way because the a new more energetic generation to take over,
116,t says "shall." to forget the past, and accomplish new things.)
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b. Many System Safety engineers don't know has been agreed uIx_n and frequently accom-
where to start a program or analysis. They plished; often they are too general (DH t - 6
then do either of two things: wait for some- is in this category); and lastly, if they are not
thing to rise up out of the bushes with which based on firm requirements (Axiom #1), It
they can struggle; or they get onto the paper- is generally difficult to have the designs
work and meeting treadmill. They attend changed.
meetings and then write memoranda 3n the This paper has gotten rather long. In sum-
safety aspects. In between, they review the marion, I will say that if there is one thing
masses of papers which deluge them if they which can make a System Safety program fail,
on the paper route. To these people, the ap- it is lack of clarity:
proach I have indicated may be helpful in *Lack of clear requirements by the pro-
trying to figure out which way to go. curing activity.

c. Some System Safety engineers arc at- *Lack of clear understanding of System
dent proponents of checklists (I used to be one). Safety by other managers.
Actually, checklists are ineffective for many *Lack of a clear methodology to be era-
reasons. Generally they are too late: the design ployed by System Safety engineers.
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